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Chapter 129

As soon as Haoden Ye left, Lin Xiang pulled out his phone.

“Hey!Little Bad!”When she answered the phone, cheerful Lin returned to her sweet
voice.

As an international movie star, she was also talented at singing and usually had a very
sweet voice, but with Haoden Ye, she tried to change her voice and seemed bland.

“My lady of the forest, where the hell have you been!I’m dying, I’ve had a dozen
companies call me already, asking me when the hell you have a slot, and I’ve got
reporters blocking my doorstep, asking me what’s wrong with you and why you’re not on
the public floor anymore… I’m about to cry!”A pleasant voice chirped on the other end of
the phone.

“I can’t go back yet, at least not in the last few months, don’t ask about anything else, I
have an important thing for you to help me with right now!”Lin Yao didn’t dare to talk
nonsense and quickly said.

“Whoo!We agreed to share our problems, and now you’re throwing them all at me, what
kind of sister is that?”On the other end of the phone, the complaints were constant.

“You go inside our family’s clothing store in Dancheng now and tell them to pack a big
bag of a three million dollar suit, and someone named Haoden Ye will pick it up later!Be
quick!”Lin Xiang spoke very quickly and ignored the complaints on the other end of the
phone.

“What!Haoden Ye?What’s he got to do with you?The first thing I noticed was that there
was a lot of people in the world who were not interested in me, and I was not interested
in them.

Haoden Ye arrived at Lin’s clothing store according to the place Lin cheng said, entered
and gave his name, and the attendant took him to the VIP area on the third floor.



“Twenty thousand for this suit?”Haoden Ye saw the suit and couldn’t help but stare at it.

He doesn’t know how to wear clothes, but he has seen a lot of advertisements for suits
on TV, and has a rough concern about the price of suits, and this suit isn’t 20,000
anyhow.

“Have you seen enough, don’t change yet!”The pleasant voice sounded in his ears also,
Haoden Ye turned his head and looked at the girl in a waitress outfit and was surprised
again.

The girl’s figure was smiling, yet rugged, and her pretty face was sweet and cute, as if
she had jumped out of a comic book.

The chest bulge, in particular, fits everything a man thinks about comic book girls.

Also the girl’s temperament was not like a waitress at all, Haoden Ye couldn’t tell exactly
what was different, deep down he felt that this girl shouldn’t just be a waitress.

“Hit the pervert, what are you looking at!”The girl saw Haoden Ye staring at her, and her
slender willow eyebrows immediately furrowed, coquettishly.

“Ah…I’ll…I’ll go change!”Being coquettish by the girl, Haoden Ye actually had a feeling
of happiness, this girl was really too beautiful.

Haoden Ye hurriedly pressed the suit to change into it, and when he came out of the
fitting room, Haoden Ye’s ears rang with the girl’s surprised voice.

“It really is the man in the dress!”The girl looked Haoden Ye up and down, her eyes
were like looking at clothes, but with a kind of scrutinizing gaze: “Very good, you have a
good figure, worthy of Lin… ahem, worthy of this outfit!”The girl said, and moved her
hands and feet on Haoden Ye, pinching here and banging there.

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, how come all the salesmen in such luxurious
places treated their customers like this?

“But you look so bad store, this 300…this dress looks so much shabbier on you!”The girl
shook her head regretfully.



“Are all the salespeople in your store like this?”Haoden Ye finally couldn’t help but be
curious about the girl.

“What?Not happy?Complain to me!”The girl’s eyes rolled up twice, and she looked as if
she had the confidence to do so.

Haoden Ye heart bitter smile, the heart of 20,000 yuan to buy such good clothes,
estimated that the salesman also confiscated rebates, bad temper amount does not
matter, as long as the clothes are worth money on the line.

Haoden Ye didn’t talk nonsense, putting away his clothes and leaving the clothing store.

“Well!Body is very good, looks actually good, is the temperament is too bad,” Haoden
Ye left, the girl stared at his back pinching the lower bar, like a famous detective inside
some island detective comics, a serious face: “wearing three million clothes, but also do
not play to drive away their own tens of pieces of the ground, so poor people, also do
not know that the rain ink fancy him!Which, I’ll have to keep a good eye on her!”

Haoden Ye left the clothing store and went straight to the municipal party committee, in
front of the municipal party building, Haoden Ye listened to the car and made a call
directly to Zheng Guo.

In less than five minutes, a secretary Wang hurriedly came down from upstairs, and
invited Haoden Ye in with a respectful face.

Inside Zheng Guo’s office, Zheng Guo saw Haoden Ye coming and immediately stood
up with a smile on his face and said enthusiastically, “It’s really hard for Dr. Ye, you see I
forgot that today is the day of healing!”

Today was indeed the day of Zheng Guo’s treatment, but Zheng Guo’s illness was much
better now, and it was nothing to play a day early, Haoden Ye had planned to wait until
the evening after Zheng Guo got off work.

After a couple of polite sentences, Haoden Ye acupuncturized Zheng Guo before
saying, “Mayor Zheng, I actually have one more thing to ask for your help today!”

Zheng Guo saw his embarrassed appearance and couldn’t help but laugh, “Among the
people I know, only you, Doctor Ye, are the most down-to-earth… Just this matter of you



helping me treat my illness, I have no problem helping you with 10,000 things, but… I
still can’t touch the principle of the matter.”

Haoden Ye hurriedly said, “Of course not, it’s just a company with accounting problems,
the people from the city committee have already finished auditing it, and some of the
remaining paperwork is still unfinished!”

Zheng Guo understood Haoden Ye’s meaning as soon as he heard it, the municipal
party committee paid more attention to the development work of Dan City in these two
years, intending to open several new projects, and to complete this task successfully, it
is necessary to ensure that the market environment has a good condition.

That’s why the city council has recently started investigating the accounts of several of
the city’s businesses, and it’s the city council that’s going down on the small issues
when it comes to the big issues.

However, after all, the city staff is limited, the investigation is completed when the
company issued the document, inevitably, the work of someone slack.

Zheng Guo chuckled and said to Secretary Wang, “Secretary Wang, go with Dr. Ye and
get things done!”

Secretary Wang nodded busily, Haoden Ye was so happy to hear him say that, and
quickly thanked Zheng Guo, which was why he went down with Secretary Wang to do
business.

In fact, this thing to do is fast, the city issued a certificate, and then get the Bureau of
Industry and Commerce to stamp, the Bureau of Industry and Commerce bar to send
the document, the most is the road to delay some time.

With Secretary Wang accompanying, the work is even faster, even the way to the
Bureau of Industry and Commerce is born, Secretary Wang a phone call, the
documents are sent down.

After resolving this matter, Haoden Ye thanked Zheng Guo once again, before leaving
the city committee.



In addition to the gate, Haoden Ye can’t wait to call Maya Shen, the result of Maya
Shen’s side shows the phone busy, Haoden Ye had to go to Shengwen International Bar
personally to tell him the good news.

Chapter 130

Sun Yuyuan was very sad these past two days….

After being expelled from school, Sun Yuxuan returned home and was scolded by the
old man of the Sun family, not even daring to return home.

After getting angry, the Sun family’s old man also knew that it was useless to scold him,
so it was better to let him proceed to inherit his own family business and contact the
marriage with the Lin family.

So Sun was placed inside Sun’s group and began to familiarize himself with the family
business.

The previous Sun Yuxuan every day not to do his job, the company’s work he would ah,
just started very troubled, simply give up nothing, every day pretend to go to work, in
fact, to show up and leave the company, everywhere to spend days and days to go.

I thought that this would be the end of the future, but I never thought that Sun would
soon suffer a major blow.

The Lin family has retracted their marriage. Miss Lin is nowhere to be found!

This incident on the entire Sun’s Group blow are very huge, originally Sun’s Group has
no characteristics, completely dependent on the Lin family’s support in the presence of
today, the loss of the Lin family this backing, Sun’s Group business volume plummeted.

And not only that, the Sun Clan used to be unbeatable in the shopping mall, and that
was because of the Lin family’s patronage, the Sun Clan’s business competitiveness
was very weak, and immediately after the Lin family’s withdrawal, the Sun Clan was
plunged into a four-sided scenario.



At this time, Sun Yuxuan’s daily misconduct is exposed, and the old man of the Sun
family is furious, immediately announcing the birth of a second child, not planning to
pass the family business to Sun Yuxuan.

Although Sun has no talent, he is very proud of it, and has always felt that he just wasn’t
serious, and that if he were to do something serious, he would be able to do great
things, so he has become enthusiastic about the company.

Not two days ago, he talked about a project, Shengwen International, which had just
rapidly risen to prominence because of its partnership with the Holander Group.

Don’t tell me that Shengwen International used to be insignificant, but once they started
to become famous, their business capabilities were outstanding, especially since their
vice president was a beautiful woman!

What excited Sun Yuxuan was that this beauty was still a bit of a connection with him,
wasn’t she the wife of his thorn in his side, Haoden Ye?

Sun Yuxuan’s plan was to first cooperate with Sheng Wen International, use Sheng
Wen International’s reputation to quickly establish his position in the company, and then
rely on his charm to conquer Maya Shen, a great beauty, and give Haoden Ye a big
green hat.

“Haoden Ye, you stole my woman and got me fired, so it’s not like I’m treating you badly
by giving you a hat!”Sun Yuxuan thought viciously, launching a cooperation with
Shengwen International.

What he didn’t expect, however, was that it would be so difficult to work on a project that
he had taken very seriously and still had problems.

Wouldn’t it have been, and these issues are not a matter, but the head of the city
council wants to investigate?

Anyway, there is no problem with his accounts, and if he wants to investigate, he will
investigate, and it will be fine if he invites the leaders for a meal, not expecting that with
the withdrawal of the Lin family, all of the Sun family’s previous relationships will not be
used.



Now the Sun family has really become a lonely family and can only rely on themselves,
no, a project has been delayed for two days.

But the good news is that the loss isn’t your own, it’s Shengwen International!

“Mr. Sun, you see this project is our cooperation together, at the beginning Sun’s group
also promised that if the project failed, Sun’s group will also bear some losses think,
now the project is put on hold, invest several million per day, Sun’s group is not able to
bear some!”Inside the cafe, Maya Shen looked embarrassed to Sun Yuxuan.

She rang all night last night, the project was expected to drag on for a long time, and he
could only minimize the damage now.

She already knew from Li Mingsheng that the Holander Group now held her in high
regard as the person in charge of Sheng Wen’s international investment, and with that
support, she might be able to enlist the Holander Group’s help to keep the project going!

As his eyes swept over Maya Shen’s charmingly petite body, Sun Yuxuan had to gulp.

As a successful career woman, Maya Shen is undoubtedly one of the best, a
professional dress wrapped around her sexy and beautiful body, the unique charm
emitted by the successful body also attracts Sun Yuxuan all the time.

“Hehe, sleeping with this woman isn’t a loss to me, I wonder what Haoden Ye will think
after he hears that I’m working with his wife?”Sun Yuxuan thought to himself, but his
face showed pride: “Are we Sun shelf short of money?A few million a day is considered
money to the average person, but to our Sun Family, it’s not even worth mentioning!”

Maya Shen’s heart relaxed when she heard him say that, and she even smiled, “Yes,
we can trust the Sun family’s financial strength, otherwise we wouldn’t be talking to you
about this project!”

“But…” said Sun Yuxuan here, the picture has suddenly changed, “But we are the Sun
family’s money is not a big wind, the original agreement was that if the project can not
go ahead, we can bear certain losses, butIt’s not that the project is now impossible, it’s
just on hold!”



Sun Yuxuan shrugged his shoulders with a smiling face, while his eyes stared at Maya
Shen in an unkind way.

Maya Shen heart disgust, but the face is trying to restrain: “Mr. Sun, now the project will
not be able to carry out ah, our company is now losing ten dozen, as a contract partner,
can not you put to bear some?”

“Taking it on is fine of course but I can’t help you for free!”Sun Yuxuan smiled heedlessly
and his eyes became even more bold.

Maya Shen’s heart was cold, she didn’t know that Sun Yuxuan couldn’t actually come
up with this much money, she thought that Sun Yuxuan intended to make things difficult
for himself, and frowned, “Mr. Sun, what do you mean, we are partners, we should
respect each other, if you have any other plans, this project won’t be able to go on!”

Sun Yuxuan had a sudden surge of angry anger in his heart, with his arrogant
personality, how could he tolerate people talking to him like that.

Besides, the other party was a small company inferior to the Sun family!

However, thinking of the consequences if this project didn’t go ahead this afternoon,
Sun had to suppress his anger and his face looked serious.

This project is his chance to turn over a new leaf, and it can’t be lost.

He quickly gave an apologetic smile and said, “Miss Shen misunderstood, I didn’t mean
that, I meant… ahem, if your company can concede a certain amount of profit on the
project, we can bear some losses!”

Maya Shen’s brow furrowed as he listened, now although the delay of a few million a
day, the future profit was also very huge, he was planning to take the future profit to
cover this loss.

Feelings Sun family this is a penny do not want to spend more, let their company bear
the maximum loss ah.

However now Maya Shen had no other choice, if she didn’t agree, would the head of
Holander’s group still be willing to support her?



Chapter 131

“Well, our company can concede a certain profit on the subsequent cooperation!”Maya
Shen was relieved to see Sun Yuxuan nodding his head.

And just at this time, Sun Yuxuan’s phone rang, he looked at the number, it was his
assistant calling, so he had to give up on the idea of slaughtering Sheng Wen
International hard and went to answer the phone.

The phone is connected, an excited voice over there immediately said, “Young Master,
the Bureau of Industry and Commerce sent the news over, our company’s procedures
have been completed!”

Sun Yuxuan revealed a look of surprise at the news and said off the top of his head,
“Really!”Quickly he frowned again, “Well?What about the city council procedures so
fast, didn’t the Bureau of Industry and Commerce say last time that many companies
were going through the procedures and it would take two or three days?”

“The people at the Bureau of Industry and Commerce said it was someone from the city
council who personally came down to do it, that’s why it was so quick!”The assistant
replied evenly.

When Sun Yuxuan heard his words, a smug look immediately appeared on his face,
“Hmph!I see, people still say our Sun family is not as good as it used to be, I don’t think
so, the municipal leaders are giving our Sun family face!”

“Of course it is!”The assistant was quick to flatter.

Hanging up the phone, Sun stood out in the bathroom with his phone.

The company’s formalities are finally completed, which means the cooperation with
Sheng Wen International can proceed normally, but he just knocked Maya Shen out of a
sum of money, if we tell Maya Shen the news now, then the agreement just now will be
null and void.

With a sneer, Sun went back to his seat.



“I just talked to someone in the company and the company has decided to take on all
the losses now, but Shengwen International needs to give up 10% of the profits!”Sun
Yuxuan smiled slightly at Maya Shen.

Maya Shen’s pretty face changed slightly, on the one hand, it was good for her that the
Sun Clan could bear all the losses, but giving up 10% of the profits was too much.

“Mr. Sun, can we discuss this!”Eventually, Maya Shen raised her eyebrows and looked
hesitant.

“This is non-negotiable, if Shen doesn’t agree, then our company isn’t willing to take a
little loss, after all, there’s no provision in the contract is there!”Sun Yuxuan smiled
slightly, a playful smile in his eyes.

As long as this woman agrees, she gets 10% of the profits for nothing, and people in the
company say she’s just a dude.

Just as Maya Shen hesitated, a silhouette suddenly walked over and Haoden Ye’s
angry voice rang out, “Sun Yuxuan, why are you here!”

Hearing the voice, both men turned their heads at the same time.

“Haoden Ye!What are you doing here!”Maya Shen frowned and stood up with an
unhappy face.

“Maya, this man is not a good person, how do you know him!”Haoden Ye angrily pointed
at Sun Yuxuan.

Sun Yuxuan was shocked when he saw Haoden Ye coming, but then he saw the two
quarreling and the corners of his mouth showed a smirk.

“Sun is always my partner in a big project!I’m talking business with him here!”Maya
Shen said angrily, “How can you be so rude to Sun!”

Haoden Ye listened to this heart can’t help but rage up, Sun Yuxuan treats himself as a
thorn in the side, really kind to talk business with Maya Shen?



“Muah, you have to trust me, this man is not a good person, we’re done with this
business!”Haoden Ye pulled Maya Shen’s arm and wanted to take her away.

Maya Shen was furious in her heart, even if Haoden Ye couldn’t help her at work, he still
came to sabotage the cooperation between himself and Sun’s group.

“Haoden Ye!You’ve gone too far, do you know how much work I’ve put into this
project!”Maya Shen forcefully shook off Haoden Ye’s hand, her eyes getting red, “I don’t
ball you can help at work, please don’t mess up for me okay!”

“I’m telling the truth!He’s at school…” explained Haoden Ye quickly.

Sun Yuxuan which will give him the opportunity to say that he is a person, banging a
table stood up angry: “Haoden Ye, you have been looking for me trouble, I see you a
waste do not want to bother with you, unexpectedly you even come to interfere with my
business, our company’s loss, you can compensate?If you keep this up, I can call the
police!”

The main reason for cooperating with Sun’s group this time is to see that Sun’s group
still has some strength, and now that it is in dire need of help, she wants to send
charcoal in the snow and take the opportunity to borrow the strength that Sun’s group
still has.

She knew that Haoden Ye was angry for her own good, of course she didn’t want
Haoden Ye to be arrested by the police, and gave Haoden Ye a hard shove, “You get
out of here!I don’t want to see you right now!”

Of course Haoden Ye couldn’t just leave, still explaining, “Maya, why don’t you believe
me!”

“Shen, is this your attitude towards working with our company?I’ll find someone else to
work with when you’re like this!”Sun Yuxuan smirked in his heart and added to the fire
once again, pulling out his cell phone, “I’ve already called the police, I’m going to catch
him at the police station today!”

Maya Shen was anxious and on fire, and couldn’t care much about it, raising her hand
and slapping it with a slap.



Snap!A crunching sound, echoing through the restaurant, drew a lot of attention.

Countless eyes looked over, some mocking, some curious, some pitying.

Haoden Ye was also blinded, dumbfounded, looked at Maya Shen, Maya Shen’s angry
face, “You quickly get out of here, hear me, what do you have to say back!”

Haoden Ye heart aggrieved, he kindly reminded Maya Shen, she didn’t appreciate it
even if she didn’t, but also beat herself.

In sadness, Haoden Ye shook his head and sighed, “Maya, what I’m telling you is the
truth, Sun Yuxuan is a person you can’t trust!”I said turning around and walking away.

Maya Shen’s heart couldn’t help but feel a heartache as she watched his back as he
left.

But thinking about what he had just done, she couldn’t help but get angry again.

“Shen, your boyfriend is just too much, I think we should forget about our
cooperation.”Sun Yuhuan took the opportunity to grumble.

“Don’t mind if I do, Mr. Sun, you want 10% profit, don’t you?I’ll give it to you!”Maya Shen
quickly apologized.

If Haoden Ye hadn’t made this mess, she wanted to reduce this profit to about 8%.

It’s only two percentage points, but this project would be tens or even hundreds of
millions of dollars in profit if it sat down, and two percentage points is two million dollars.

How many people in the company are going to get a raise with this $2 million!

“Hey!Let’s just lose it, after this project is completed, I’ll take on two more big orders to
compensate the company, I just don’t know if that Holander’s Group head is
angry!”Sighing across her heart, Maya Shen told herself.

She herself didn’t realize that although she had just hit Haoden Ye, she actually just
wanted him to leave quickly to save Sun Yuxuan from calling the police.




